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Foreword

If this town is just an apple
Then let me take a bite
If they say Why? Why?
 Tell 'em that is Human Nature-
MJ
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Prequel-
Alice and AJ

Alice batted an eyelid on her pretty green eyes and hesitated slightly. “What does AJ stand for ?”. 
“That's my name “, I replied, “A -J- A- Y.” “Oh, ok” , she said. “We call AJ as Apple Juice”. I nodded and 
gave a slight shrug,”I guess that  makes me Apple Juice in Goa”.  and Alice finally  smiled.

Goa
Renowned for its beaches, places of worship and world heritage architecture, Goa is visited by large 
numbers of international  and domestic tourists each year. Goa is a former Portuguese colony, the 
Portuguese overseas territory of Portuguese India existed for about 450 years until it was annexed by 
India in 1961 



Introduction

I went on last minute whimsical vacation to Goa on Dec 31,2011 from Mumbai. I had no clothes, just  
some ATM cards, and a phone (which I managed to lose). 2011 was a tough year, with my business 
facing cash delays, my marriage ending in divorce and my health taking tumbles. It was time for me to  
find myself. And I did. This poetry booklet was written over 10 days in Goa. I hope it is worth your 
time.
Some changes from my earlier books- I write much more on sex, music and drugs, I am not using my  
normal way of writing rhyming poetry, and I am frequently using a sarcastic /comic theme. All these 
poems came to me as naturally, as drinking apple juice on a beach in Goa. This is a more mature 
theme, and I urge you to use caution while reading it. 



Chapter 1
Sex -
There are 24 hours in  a day. Humans spend 4% time doing sex if they average 1 hour of sex through 
their entire life. The truth is we actually spend less than 2 % of our lifetime doing sex, and probably 
much more discussing, thinking, critiquing, planning sexual activities. Something that you do less than  
2% of your time on, deserves much less importance in defining how your fellow humans are.

Sex on a beach-  
Cocktail Drink made from  vodka, peach schnapps, orange juice, and cranberry juice.



Poem 1

Peacocks and Peahens

Male peacocks and female peahens
have different rules of the game
to attract their mates

The male peacock
has a tendency to flock
its shiny and impractical plumage
The female peahen
has a tendency to pout
to look mildly uninterested and yet involved
All at the same time

Lust can make intelligent people
Do silly comical things
But to deny those impulses
Is to deny the fundamental essence of being human

To be human
Is to alternately have
The ability and the inability
To choose among multiple choices

So many peacocks
So many peahens
And so little time

Ultimately the final fantasy 
Is to eliminate the choice of agony or ecstasy
Reduce complexity of choices to necessity
Just find someone to love
Without trying too hard or trying too little.



Poem 2
By the moonlight

Golden hair shines in golden light
Momentarily friends souls of the night

Green eyes behold a green sea
As if asking, who is there, waiting for me
Writing lightly by moon light sand 
People have so many different ways
To either look tough, to look cool, or just to look at each other

Trying to look in a way
Those eyes would melt your heart away
Pretty faces , old and young
Pale and Tanned, Near and Afar



Poem 3
Old man by the sea
 
As if growing older, itself made these eyes colder
Forgoing to think, eyes delay momentary blink
Lust is as sweet as the honey, that once belonged to bees
Till honey traps led nectar fluids to honey pots

Yoga is such a cool sounding word
Five thousand years of civilization
at five hundred rupees an hour

Sometimes idiots will turn and stare
hoping laser like focused stupidity
can get them all the half naked chicks to screw

You think, dear sir, that you were born with the right to screw
a pretty woman, man, child, cow or goat
I am sorry to say, you were wrong all the way

No one has the right to screw on or screw up
You have to earn that privilege.



Poem 4
Black and Blonde

Rich and Poor, 
East and West, 
Easy and Lazy, 
Black and Blonde - it is all the same
All that color, Just feels okay

Sun and Wind
Cool and Hot
Happy and Sad
Sea and Sand
It is just shades of music- it wont fade away.
All that jazz, it just feels okay



Poem 5
Beautiful Bikini

Let not your generosity 
turn into a monstrosity

Lest you forgot to be gentle, 
firm and tough
All at the same time

Beautiful breasts swell up, but so do sea waves
Which one is more beautiful, it is your choice to understand



Poem 6
We dont need the Sex

I dont need the sex 
I am not such a youngling anymore
I dont need my apathy to money
I am not so rich anymore

And the moon is free
Shining silver across the sea
Music is still quite inexpensive
Books cheaper still for the pensive

Beauty is still a matter of choice for the aesthetic
While the sublime tends to be overshadowed by the pathetic 



Poem 7
Party like a Poet

A world of color vibrates
Pulsating Energy throbs to resonate

When these feet dance
time stops, pauses for another chance

All energy is good
But positive energy is better

party like a rock star, 
make love like a porn star, 
cliches to impress clinches, 
multiple thoughts compress

you may like it hot, 
but some like to drink it bitter



Poem 8
Bonfire on the Beach

Sitting by the embers
 of a crumbling fire
All around me 
music beauty and desire

The night will not end 
It must tarry and linger

By the stolen light 
of a dwindling blaze
Commercial craziness
 cupped in a cynical cage 



Poem 9
The first thing a male sees

The first things a male baby sees
Is either the  womb or twin maternal feeding trees

Twenty years later, these subconscious memories, 
Will turn gentle boys into phallic beasts

Was the above too rude too adult for you
Too mature for your computed sensitivity

Excuse the literary atrocity /monstrosity
Even  poets get carried away by vodka-ed pomposity



Poem 10
The lifestyle of a hacker

For life is short, 
But man, is it not grand

It is stupid but still so beautiful
You think you have seen it all, 
only to be surprised by the occasional tumble and fall

The name of a hacker 
sounds so close to the words hooker
the soul of a hooker
is theoretically as white as that of a priest

if you didn't like the above blasphemous analogy, 
you can complain but privately to say the least. 



Poem 11
Stick Fights

Men fight with sticks
to sticky ends in sticky situations
In the end the winners
wave their own sticks around
triumphantly stick them into the ground

Some of the men got really lucky
and lived to stick their own sticks
In sweeter, pleasant ,darker
and occasionally stickier caves



Chapter 2
Sand

1. a naturally occurring, finely divided rock 
2. the deposit found in eyes after sleep



Poem 1
Not yet

On a sandy beach
Off a life so bitch
Someday we will have to dye
Sometime these eyes have to cry

But not yet
Wait till What
Desires you crave
Are fulfilled as your slave

Not yet ,Just not yet



Poem 2
Copy Left

Weight can be measured 
In kilos ounces and pounds
Light can be measured relatively
in candelas and luminous flux

Enter now cogita philosophical redux
how do we measure the beauty 
of a moment frozen in time

Russian girl ballet on Indian boy sunset
excuse my French and my manners
but can any country 
copyright , patent or own the red color of a sunset

or copyright
dance, yoga, music, or emotions
or these words that you just read



Poem 3
A Debt to Society

 I owe it to society
on this fine Sunday morning

to take time and effort
to shave ,shower and finally
brush my teeth

I may be in vacation
but my teeth are not on vacation
They have too much smiling
and smiling work to be done

So the next time you 
See my smile
Be thankful
I paid my debt to society
finally brushed my teeth today



Poem 4
Interrupted

As I get up to speak
and mumbled the words I had
I was momentarily surprised and interrupted
Thought pattern alpha waves
Derailed and blitzed, disrupted

Now I stammer
Wonder what to say
Another fine mess, Stanley
Your interruption got into us today



Poem 5
Javert just busted Jean2 Val 

Surrounded, confounded
Overwhelmingly grounded
My time, luck and chance have run out
Crazily convicted, of that there is no doubt

Put my hands up, I put my chin down
Nodding meekly, knees lower me to the ground
Okay, you got me , I am busted
Your quest is over, you got your whale , Javert
and may you rest in Peace for that



Poem 6
Port Wine

If you watch a movie
While having red sweet port wine
You can sail to different seas
and land in strange ports indeed



Poem 7
Goodbye Mr Sun  /Sunset

Goodbye Mr Sun 
We will meet again tomorrow
Same time and yes same place

It was a pleasure
doing business with you today
but in case we do not meet
yet again tomorrow

We will see you dear sun 
but on the other side.



Poem 8
Man on the beach sits with a computer

The man sitting across me
tip -taps his fingers a hundred feet away from the sea
While on a computer
His face scrolls through an array
of interesting muscular emotions

If only there could be a computer program 
to read emotions on the faces  eyes and hearts of men
Alas that job is best done by poets alone



Poem 9
Alice 

The first thing I saw
When I woke up this fine noon
Was a beautiful girl across the door
Who hates my face

Damn it is going to be one of those days
Even on vacation I get into women trouble
Getting into women trouble was the reason
I had to take a vacation in the first place

It is hard to say I am sorry for what I say
When saying it violates very fiber of your soul
and not saying sorry gives you a guilty conscience

Knowing we messed up
Cleaning that mess
Alcohol made us dig that hole deeper
and we kept digging

Sometimes people get hurt
because it was their karma
Sometimes people get hurt
because they got what they deserved
Sometimes we got hurt
because life is unfair

But sometimes, Alice
You get hurt falling down the rabbit hole
for no reason at all
for God's sense of humor

For random chances
Sometimes you just get hurt
and cannot figure it out
Why we got hurt?

God this was not funny
though now I may think it was not so sad too
being funny is what gets me usually 
in the doghouse with the ladies 

Yeah I was rude, yeah I was sad
yeah I regret it now, that I made you get mad



Poem 10
Excuse me Mr Officer

Excuse me, mister officer
That man over there
is discussing politics 
while still on the sand of the beach

The good thing about the politics of a poet
is the ability to sit and watch and write
and be endlessly entertained

the bad thing about the politics of a poet
is that we are so lazy we misuse our ability
to use words at will and while
to disguise our cowardice 
our inability to act 
on the politicians drawing lines in the sand



Chapter 3
Stupidistan

Stupidistan is a small and peaceful stan surrounded by larger, meaner stans. Our people are brave, 
lusty and in many cases smarter than average. Our life is a constant struggle, however, as we are 
frequently invaded by neighboring stans hungry for our goats. Our main exports are SQL queries and 
other silly questions.
From the web at http://www.stupidistan.com/ 

Are you stupid, Forrest?
Forrest replied, “My Mama always said Stupid is as stupid does."
From the Internet

http://www.stupidistan.com/


Poem 1
Songs of Stupidistan

The beauty of listening to
a song in French
Unlike a song in German or
heavens English
Is that French words are mostly
more beautiful than the music that follows

The beauty of listening to 
a song in English
Apart from the fact that I like
words I can actually understand
English is simple yet profound
Easy to convey emotions and infinite sound

The beauty of listening to a speech in German
is the elegance of the eloquence
the efficiency and conciseness of
Angst, Schadenfreude, Zeitgeist or Liebestraum  
and one more thing
too tough for me to say
but its impossible not to 
admire the songs in German I heard today



Poem 2
Alimony

My ex-wife and I 
fought enough for all the money in the alimony
Now she has 
filed suit in a court of law
She wants fifty percent
of all my poems
Considering she was responsible
for ninety percent of all my pain
I think I may just have a bargain here



Poem 3
Thinking

I forgot
What
I was thinking
Red port wine has defeated me again
Pinned and struck one -two -three

Staring at the ocean
the sun and pretty Russian girls
I think
Whatever I was thinking
Before all this
Was not so important anyway



Poem 4
Stupidistan

more people are stupid
than English, European, Asian or Indien
Stupidity is strangely contiguous
social manners require that we all 
do some stupid things as well just to fit in

Like say hello to people you never want to say hello
or say Goodbye to people you never want to say goodbye

Stupid people are apparently more reproductive
Than geniuses
and beautiful people are just as stupid if not more
than the average looking homo sapien
My null hypothesis is that the average stupidity
is a dynamic phenomenon 
we need more research on

Somedays I would want to write a book
of all the people I want to hit on the head with a book
First among them,
would be the good people of Stupidistan
who interrupt good music 



Poem 5
Honey Traps

Honey bees flock to flowers
Scattering pollen buzzing for hours
If you were a flower
and you had the choice to choose
Which bee would you allow
to tap your honey in today



Poem 6
The writers are not stupid

The occasional hazards of being a writer
besides the fact that you dont get paid really well
is that even the ones who read and love what you write
Think that you write cute, funny, romantic , enchantic

Sorry, but the reasons to write are more different
Hoping to write , without wasting time
Creating art, while balancing almost everything else



Poem 7
On Vacation

On a mind expanding vacation
I choose to eschew my medication
opting for drugs , no sex, and rock and roll

Only to realize 
that I can get fucked up
in more ways than one

Bright light throbs
Sea waves sob
Music is now gone
and so is the food

Wish you were here
because some moments cannot be captured
in words at all

At Cafe Lilliput
Everything was big
Thus making the name
a bit ironic isnt it



Poem 8
Alice again

Proud poet pouts
put off politely perfectly
Pert pretty 
Girl grins



Poem 9
United Nations of the beach in Goa

British working girl
Annoyed mildly
She cannot get what she wants
by the wrinkle of her pretty nose

Scandavian Vikings
Enjoy techno music
to the point of distraction
occasional mortification

Israeli youngster
on shore leave and glad
Yal is out of the army now
so he can hit on girls than hit people for a change

Goan local
Smile politely waiting to sell
Having seen all this
and heard it all a hundred times before

Russian tourists
enjoy, value and cherish
warm weather
more than anyone else

Mumbai office boys
on weekend leave
Stare at foreign women helplessly
like deer caught in headlights

White men cant jump
But they sure can play
football and music 



Poem 10
The Tee Shirt

Today by the sea
Someone came up and told me
I will sell this T Shirt
at a special price to you, my friend

You are from country X
Wow, I love that country,
So for another two hundred,
I will throw in these chappals too.



Poem 11
Hookers and Lookers

The problem in annoying 
the sales cycle of a hooker
is often enough
she can be quite a visual looker

Better it is she breaks my hearts
than break my wallet and anything else
I am trying to write poetry here
and this is not exactly Harry Potter, beech



Poem 12
Shut up Mr Stupid Man

You are so -oo-oo rude
You butt in places and pieces
You never stood a chance to belong

You need to shut up
lighten up before you inevitably fuck up
Trying to impress and educate
the morons
hoping to fit in
If only for a minute or two

Drunken ramblings
Rambling mumblings
Obsessively verbose
 Compulsive overdose
 occasional narcissistic
rendering comatose

tortured by the book,
your code and rule of law,
you have lost the ability to say
I am sorry I should shut up
I ran out of clever things a hour an half ago



Epilogue
Out of Ink
 
You must be kidding me
I am sitting here besides the sea
Prettiest pearls all around me
Surrounded by music
sand and palm trees

But the poet's pen is 
running out of ink
A beach is the wrong place to ask around 
for a pen, dont you think
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